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INTRODUCTION 
T. J. Rivlin has recently raised the following problem [5] : Characterize those 
n-tuples of algebraic polynomials {p,,,p r, . . .,p,+r}, with degrees atisfying 
degp, = j (j=O,l,..., y1- l), (1) 
for which there exists an x E C([O, 11) such that the polynomial of best approxi- 
mation of degree j to x (in the sense of CebySev) is pj (j = 0, 1, . . ., n - 1). What 
is the answer in the particular case II = 2? 
In the present paper we shall consider the following more general problem: 
Let {Gk} be a sequence of linear subspaces of a normed linear space E. 
Characterize those sequences (gk) in E, with g, E Gk (k = 1,2,. . .), for which 
there exists an x E E such that 
gk E gGk(x) (k = 1,2,. . .) (2) 
where go(x) denotes the set of all elements of best approximation to x from G, 
i.e., the set 
igo E GI lb - goI/ = 1;: lb - iAl>. 
We shall devote most of our attention to the cases when 
G, c G2 c . . ., (3) 
or 
G1 = G2 3.. ., (4) 
both in general and in some concrete normed linear spaces; in particular, we 
shall give a complete answer to the second question of T. J. Rivlin in C([O, 11). 
Finally, we shall also consider the problem of characterizing the sequences of 
subspaces {Gk} satisfying (3) or (4) and with the following property, which we 
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shall call property (A): for every sequence (g,J with g, E G, (k = 12,. . .) 
there exists an x E E satisfying (2). 
Let us mention that the above problems are somewhat analogous to ““t 
inverse problem of the theory of best approximation” (i.e., the problem of 
finding an x E E with prescribed “best error” values e&x) = infse& -- g/j, 
(k = 1,2,. . .) raised by S. Bernstein [2]. 
We conclude the introduction with a brief review of some useful notation 
and terminology. (All our notation conforms to that of the monograph [6]). 
We recall that r;‘(g), where g E G, denotes the set of all y E E such that 
g E 9&y). A subspace G of E is called a ceby%v subspaee if each x E E has a 
unique element of best approximation go E G. In this case the mapping 
rr6 : x -+ g, is called the metric projection of E onto 6. 
1. SOMERESULTSINGENERALNORMED~INEARSPACES 
A solution of the main problem of the Introduction is given by 
THEOREM 1. Let (Gk} be a sequence of linear subspaces of a normed ~~~e~r 
space I?, and let gk E ,Gk (k = 1,2,. . .). There exists an x E E satisfying (2) if and 
only if there exist elements yk E r&!(O) (k = 1,2, -. .) such that 
gk+l -gk=Yk+l -Yk (k= 1,2,...). (3 
Proof. Assume that there exists an x E E satisfying (2). 
Yk=gk-X (k= l,2,...). (61 
Then by (2) we have 0 E g&&), i.e., yk E n&!(O) (k = 1,2, ~. ), and by 
consecutive subtraction in (6) we obtain (5). 
Conversely, assume that there exist elements yk E n&!(O) such that we have 
(5). Put 
x=g, -Y1* (3 
Then by (5) we have 
x=g,-y,=g,-y,=... @I 
whence, by 0 E g&y,& we obtain 
ilx --k/i = bkll G ibk -gk +g/l = //x-gil (gEGk,k= I,&...), 
ie., (2), which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let (Gkk> be a sequence of 6eby.fev subspaces of a normed linear 
space E, satisfying (3), such that the metric projections rGr (k = 1,2,. ..> are 
linear, and let g, E 6, (k = 1,2,. . .). In order that there exist an x E E s~tis~y~?~g 
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it is necessary, andif $ Gi is reflexive or if G,, = G,+l = Gni.2 = . . ., ’ It is sufjcient 
that 
i=l 
s;P ll&ll < a, (10) 
gk+l - gk E d(O) (k = 1,2,. . .). (11) 
Proof. Assume that there exists an x E E satisfying (9). Then 
//gkl/ = ihi,(x)li Q ibG,(x> - XII + j/XII G $4 (k = 1,2, * * *>T 
whence we infer (10). Furthermore, by Theorem 1 we have 
gk+i - gk E T&,(o> - “;R’(o) (k = 1,2, * * .>, (12) 
whence, since now each rr&!(O) is a linear subspace of E because nob is linear 
(see [6], Ch. I, Theorem 6.4), and since, by (3), z;:+~(O) c T&!(O) (k = 1,2,. . .), 
we infer (11). 
ConverseIy, assume that we have (10) and (11). Fix arbitrary n, k, with 
l<k<n-l,andput 
Yk = gn - gk* (13) 
Then, since each rr;j(O) is a linear subspace of E, and since, by (3), 
z-;:+,(O) c n;:(O) (I = 1,2,. . .), we obtain from (11) 
Yk = (& - &-1) + &n-l - &-2) + . . . + (gk,, - gk) 
E 77;:-,(o) + n5&(0) + . . . + T,;(o) = 77&!(O), 
whence, by the quasi-additivity of z-ok (see e.g. [6], Ch. I, Theorem 6. l), 
%d&) = ?&k + gk) = %&k) + gk = gk. 
Since n, k, with 1 < k < n - 1, were arbitrary, and since n&g,,) = g,, it 
follows that 
?&z+rJ = gz (Z,m= I,2 )... ). (14) 
Now, assuming that ?J Gi is reflexive, there exists by (10) a subsequence 
i=l 
{gkj} of (gk), converging weakly to an element x E E. Since 7ro, is linear, it is 
continuous on E, whence also weakly continuous, and hence, taking into 
account (14), we infer 
gZ = W - Jl: TG t(gkj) = TG r(X) (I = 1,2,. . .), 
i.e., (9). On the other hand, assuming that G,, = G,,, = Gn+2 = . . ., by (11) 
we must have g,, r - g, = 0, g,,, - g,,, = 0, . . . . Consequently, putting 
x = &(==- &+1 = g,+2 = * * .>, 
by (14), we have again (9), which completes the prooF of Theorem 2. 
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Remark 1. One can also give other equivalent formulations of condition 
(1 I), e.g., the following ones: 
gk,1 E rr,:(gk) (k, = I, 2, . . ~1, (1 W 
gk+l -gk i Gk Olb) 
where x 1 y if and only if jjx + ayll > \jxlj for ali scalars 01: an 
only if x 1 g for all g E G. 
Remark 2. In the sufficiency part of Theorem 2 some additional assumption 
(like the reflexivity of ,f, Gi) is indeed necessary, as shown by the following 
example: Let E = c0 endowed with the norm 
and for each k, let Gk be the linear subspace [eI, . . .>c+.] of E spanned by 
ie , , . . .,ek), where e, is thejth unit vector (0,. . ., 0,1,0,. . .). Then / 1 is equivalent 
to the initial norm on c,,, and it is a T-norm (see [3], [7]) with respect o th.e 
unit vector basis (e,,> of E, i.e., each Gk is a CebySev subspace of E and 
whence each rrok is linear. However, Gi = E is nonreflexive, and for 
i=l 
there exists no x E E satisfying (9) (since by (16) the only possible such x is 
(1, 1,. . .> sf c& although this sequence (gk) satisfies conditions (10) and (I. 1) 
of Theorem 2 (since by (16) r&&+1 - gk) = rd,(ek+I) = 0). 
Remark 3. If G, = Gnfl = Gntz = . . . . then, obviously, condition (LO) in 
Theorem 2 can be omitted. However, if we only assume that 5 Gi is reflexive, 
i=l 
this is no longer the case, as shown by the following example: Let E = Iz, 
Gk = the subspace [e,, . . .,ek] of E spanned by (el,. . .) et), (k = 1,2,. . .), where 
(e,> is the unit vector basis of E, and 
gk=*gl e,={l,... ,l,O,O ,...I (k = 1,2,. . .). WI 
k 
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Then, again, the norm in E is a T-norm with respect o {e,}, i.e., each Gk is a 
CebySev subspace of E, and we have (16); whence each rron is linear. Furthcr- 
more, it1 Gi = E is reflexive. However, sup,/jg,lj = co, and there exists no x E E 
satisfying (9) (since, by (16), the only possible such x is { 1, 1, . . .} $ Z2), although 
(gk} satisfies (11) (since, for every g = Ctlaiei E Gk, we have 
ikk+l - gkl/ = Ikk+dl = 1 G ( 1 + jl 1’%12)1’2 = II&+, - g, - gll). 
THEOREM 3. Let {Gk} be a sequence of ceby$ev subspaces of a normed linear 
space E, satisfying (4), and such that the metric projections TGr are linear. 
Let gk E G,, (k = 1,2,. . .). There exists an x E E satisfying (9) if and only if 
&?,+I -gkET6:+1(0) (k= 1,2,...). (19) 
Proof. Assume that there exists an x E E satisfying (9). Then, by Theorem 1, 
we have (12), whence, since now each r;:(O) is a linear subspace of E (because 
rroli is linear), and since, by (4), 7~;:(0) c Z-;;+,(O) (k = 1,2,...), we infer (19). 
Conversely, assume that we have (19). Put 
x=g,. (20) 
Then, since each z-;:(O) is a linear subspace of E, and since, by (4), 
r;:(O) c r;:+,(O) (k = 1,2,. . .), we obtain from (19) 
&I - x = k, - &-*I + kn-1 - ‘G-2) + * * - -t (82 - 8,) 
E n-;;(o) + Tr;,‘-JO) + . . . + n-;;(O) = r,,‘(O) (n = 2,3,. . .), 
whence, by the quasi-additivity of ro,,, it follows 
gn - ~G”(X) = ~G,kn - 4 = 0 (n = 2,3, * . .), 
i.e. (9) (since obviously mG,(x) = ro,(g,) = gi), which completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
Comparing Theorems 2 and 3, we see that the situation for decreasing 
sequences of subspaces is “better”, since we need not make any additional 
assumption like the reflexivity of G Gi, and since the condition of boundedness 
i=l 
of (gk} can be omitted. 
Let us consider now property (A) (see the Introduction). A sequence of 
subspaces (Gk} is called nontrivial if, for some index k > 1, Gk # (0). 
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THEOREM 4. Let {Gk} be a nontrivial sequence of linear subspaces of a normed 
linear space E, satisfying (3) OP (4), and such that at least one Gk # (0) is 
CebyZev subspace. Then {Gk) does not haveproperty (A). 
Proof. Assume that Gk # (0) is a CebySev subspace, and that there exists 
an index 1 such that Gk c GI. Take gk E Gk, and g, E Gk\(gk). If there existed an 
x E E satisfying (2), then we would have g, E 9&x) II Gk c 9&x), contradict- 
ing the assumption that Gk is CebySev. 
Assume now that Gk # (0) is a Cebygev subspace, and that there exists no 
index 1 such that G, c Gr. Since (Gk} is nontrivial, there exists an index 1 with 
6, 1 GI # (0). Take g, E Cl, and g, E G,\{g,). If there existed an x E E satisfying 
(2), then, since Gh is CebySev, we would have j/x - g,// < j!x - g/j for all g E Gk\ 
(gk), whence, in particular, jjx -g,j/ < /Ix -g,//, which contradicts the fact 
that g, E Y&z), since g, E G,. This completes the proof. 
Remark 4. The only case excluded by the hypothesis that (G,J be nontrivial 
is the case when Gk = (0) for all k > 1. In this case it is easily seen that property 
(A) always holds. 
2. THECASEOFHILBERTSPACES 
THEOREM 5. Let {GJ be a sequence of closed linear subspaces of a filbert 
space E, satisfying (3), and let g, E Gk (k = 1,2,. S *). Theve exists an x E E 
satisfying (9), if and only if 
s’;fp llg?S// < 003 @I$ 
kk,, -g,,g)=O (gEGk;k=1,2,...). cw 
Moreover, in this case, the sequence {gk} converges (in the ~O~rn~tQpo~ogy~~ 
and we have 
lim g, = T,(X), (238 
k-we 
where G = i! Gi, and where x is any element in E satisfyitig (9). 
ProojI The first part is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and 
Remark 1. 
Assume now that x is an arbitrary element in E satisfying (9). We claim that, 
in this case, {gk} is a “minimizing sequence” for x in the subspace G, i.e., 
F+E /lx - g,/i = ii;; jjx - glj. (24) 
Indeed, let E > 0 be arbitrary, and let g’ E G be such that [lx - g’// d infscG 
jjx - gn + ~12. Then, by the definition of G, there exist an in 
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an element g” E GN c GN+, c . . . such that llg’ - g”jj < e/2. Consequently, 
by (9), 
2: IIX - gll G lb - &II = IIX - %,c4ll 6 lb - g”ll 
G l/x - g’ll + l/d - fll G j$ lb - gll + E tk > N(E)), 
whence, since E > 0 was arbitrary, we infer (24). 
However, (24) implies (see, e.g., [4], p. 248, Lemma 2) that the sequence 
(gk} converges (in the norm-topology) to an element go E G, whence 
yx-gkll =Ilx-iToll. 
Consequently, taking into account (24), we have IIx -go/l = inf,,,/x - gll, 
i.e., go = no(x), which completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Remark 5. From the above it follows that for any pair x’, x” E E satisfying 
(9), we have r&x’) = n&x”) = lim,,g,. On the other hand, the proof of 
Theorem 2 shows that x = w - lim,,,g, = lim,,,g, E G itself also satisfies 
(9) (for this particular x we have, of course, r&x) = x). 
THEOREM 6. Let {Gk} be a sequence of closed linear subspaces of a Hilbert 
space E, satisfying (4), and let gk E Gk (k = 1,2,.. .). There exists an x E E 
satisfying (9), if and only if 
(gk+ 1 -gkd=O k E Gkt,; k= 1,2,...). (25) 
Moreover, in this case, the sequence {gk) converges (in the norm-topology), 
and we have 
lim gk = To(x), (26) 
where G = if, Gi, and where x is any element in E satisfying (9). 
Proof. The first part is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
Now let x be an arbitrary element in E satisfying (9). We shall prove tha 
{gk} is a minimizing sequence for x in G, i.e., that we have (24). 
Observe, first, that lim k+ajj~ - gkj/ exists and is < inf,,,ljx - g/l, since 
Ilx-gki =j~;ilx-gj/ 6 ,j;;, jtx-gll =l/x-gk+l// (k= 1,2,...), 
and since 
Ilx - gki/ = jf-&ii” - gll 6 ;;~IIx-glj (k= 1,2,...) 
(by Virtue Of G,‘ = Gk+, = G). 
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Since, by (9), we have sup&lj < 2j/ // x , we can extract a subsequence (gkj) 
of {gk), converging weakly to an element y E E. Then we have 
llx~~llIIx~~~jll~I~x~U~x~~~j~I + l(x-Y4x-Y l 
= /lx -ylj2, asj -3 0~). (27) 
Furthermore, since g, E Gi for I = i, i + 1, i + 2, ~. (i = 1,2,. . .), we have 
y E fi Gi = G. Now, if x = y, then x E G = I? G1, whence gk = r&x) = x 
i=1 i=t 
(k = 1,2,. ~ .), and; thus, (24) holds (with 0 on both sides). On the other hand, 
if x # y, then from (27) we obtain 
lim /Ix - gkjII 2 jjx - YII 
“f-fin 
whence lim ,,,/jx - gkjjj = infsscjjx - g// = /Ix -y/l, i.e. (gk,) is a rninim~z~~~ 
sequence, and y = STY. 
Now, if (gkj itself were not a minimizing sequence, there would exist an 
e0 ~0 and an infinite sequence of indices, say (i,>, such that 
and then, repeating the above argument for (gi,) instead of (gkj, we would 
obtain a minimizing subsequence Of {gi,}, contradicting (28). Thus, the sequence 
(gk) itself is a minimizing sequence. 
Consequently, as in the final part of the proof of Theorem 4, {gl> is convergent 
(in the norm-topology) to an element go E G, which, by (243, must coincide 
with 7~o(x) (this also follows from w - limj,,g,, = y = T,(X)). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 6. 
Finally, from Theorem 4 it follows that no no~triviu~ sequence of closed 
linear subspaces of a Hilbert space E, satisfying (3) or (4), has property (A). 
3. SOMERESULTSINSPACESOFCONTINUOUSFUNCTIONS 
The answer to the second question of T. J. Rivlin (see the Intro 
given by 
THEOREM 7. Let E = C([O, l]), let G,,G2 be the cebys’ev subspaces Gl = [zl 
G2 = [z1,z2], where z,(t) f 1, z2(t) = t (t E [O: l]), and let gk E G, (k = 1,2$. 
There exists an x E E satisfying 
~G,(X> = gk (k = 1,2) 62% 
if and only if the linear function g = g2 - gl is either 5 0 or has one change of 
sign in [0, 11. 
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Proof. Assume that there exists an x E E satisfying (29), but the condition 
of the theorem is not satisfied, i.e., g $0 and does not change sign in [0, I], 
sayg>Oon[O,l]. 
By virtue of Theorem 1 and the : alternation theorem of CebySev, there 
exist elements 
Yl E G:(o) = {Y fs cm 11) 
Y2 E GXO) = {Y E C(P> 11) I 
I there exist ti c t2 in [0, I] 
with Ah> = -dt2) = ~llull>, (30) 
there exists t3 < t4 -C tS in [0, l] 
with y(td = -Y(@ = u(t5) = ~‘IIYII~, 
(31) 
where 6,6’ = &I, such that 
g=‘?2 -g1 =Y2-Yl. (32) 
We claim that 
IIYd = lIY2lL (33) 
Indeed, if this claim were not true, then, since y2 = g + yi > y,, we would 
have II~2ll > ll~dl, whence 
- Yzll < -IlY1ll 6 Y&> G Y2(0 
contradicting (31). 
0 E LO, 111, 
Now from (33) and (32) it follows that g(t,J = 0 for each to E [0, l] such that 
yi(t,,) = II y,/. Since the linear function g has at most one zero, it follows that 
we have g(t) > 0 for all t # t,,, whence 
Y20) = go> +Ydo ’ Y&> z -llYdl = -IIYzll (t E w, ll\{hH 
which, since y2(t0) = y,(t,) = II y,ll = II y2jl, contradicts (31). 
In the case when g 6 0 on [0, 11, we arrive at a contradiction by a similar 
argument. This proves that the condition is necessary. 
Assume now that the condition is satisfied, i.e., g = g2 - g, is either ~0, or 
has one change of sign in [0, 11. 
Then, if g z 0, for x = g, = g, we obviously have (29). 
On the other hand, if 
g(t) = g2(t> - gl(t) = at + b (34) 
has one change of sign in [0, 11, then a # 0 and 0 < -b/a < 1. We have to 
consider several cases : 
Case 1. a>O, andO<-b/a<+. Put 
c llgll for t = 0 
y,(t) = - Ml 
1 
fort=-2$ 
//g/l - a for t = 1 
I linear for the other t. 
(35) 
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Then, since 0 < a = g(1) -g(O) 6 2jgll, we have j //g/j - al < ljgjj9 whence (30) 
with tr = , tz = -2b/a, 6 = 1. Furthermore, for the function 
[ i/g// + b for t = 
Y*(t) = do + Y&> = 1 -,,%,I-b fort+ 4 
j/g/j i b for t = 1 
L linear for the other t 
we have (32) and (31) with t, = 0, t4 = -2b/a, t5 = I, 6’ = ! ) whence, by 
Theorem 1, there exists an x E C([O, 11) satisfying (29). 
Case 2. a < 0 and 0 < -b/a < 3. Then -g = --a~ - b, with -a > 0, whence, 
by case X above, -g = y2 - y, with yk E Z-,:(O) (k = 1,2). Consequently, 
g = (-y2) - (-yr), and, obviously, -y, E V;:(O) (k = 1,2), vvhence, 
1, there exists an x E C([O, 11) satisfying (29). 
Case 3. -b/a = 3. Put 
Yl = -%, y2=g+y1=0. (37) 
Then yr satisfies (30) with t, =O, t2 = 1 (since g(0) =b, g(1) = a+ b = 
-2b + b = -b), and y2 obviously satisfies (3 1) and (32), whence, by Theorem 1: 
there exists an x E [0, 1] satisfying (29). 
Case 4. a > 0, and 3 < -b/a < 1. Then g(l - t) = -at + (a + b), with 
-a<O,andO<(a+b)/a=l -(-b/ a ) < 3, whence, by case 2 above, g(1 - t) = 
y&t) -yr(t), withy, E n&O) (k= 1,2). Consequently,g(t)=y,(l - t) -yi(l - t) 
0 E LO, 1 I>, an4 by (30), (3 11, ~~(1 - 0 E r;:(O) (k = 1,2), whence, by Theorem 
1, there exists an x E C([O, I]) satisfying (29). 
Case 5. a < 0, and -fi < -b/u < 1. Then g(l - t) = -at + (a + b), with -a > 0, 
and 0 -c (a + b)/a = 1 - (-b/a) < 3, an we d p roceed as in case 4, with the only 
difference that now we use case 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
Remark 6. The above arguments can probably be extended to yield the same 
resuh for an arbitrary CebySev system z1,z2 instead of z,(f) E I, zZ(t) SE t. 
(Recall that a system of IZ functions, zr . . ., z,, in C(Q) (Q compact) is cailed a 
~eby.fev system on Q [l], if every nonzero linear combination II” otizi, has at 
most IZ - 1 zeros in (2.) 
For more than two functions we know only the following necessary condi- 
tion. Both the theorem and the proof are due to T. J. Rivhn [5]. 
THEOREM 8. LetE= C([O, l]), Gk = [z,,. . ., zk], whevez,(t) = tk-” (k = 1,. . .,n) 
andg,EGR(k=l,..., n). If there exists an x E E satisfying 
rG&) = gk (k= I,..~,$, (38) 
then for each pair of indices I, k with 1 < 14 k < n, the polynomial gii - g: is 
either 20, or changessign at at least I distinctpoints in [O, If. 
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Proof. Suppose that 1 < I < k < n, g, - g, + 0. By the alternation theorem 
of Cebygev, there exist I + 1 distinct points, tr, . . ., tl+r, such that 
x(h) - gdt,> = -[x(t*) - &WI = * * * = (-lYb(t,+,) - iTL(4,l)l 
=~llx-&ll~ (39) 
where 6 = 31. We claim that 
II-&II <b-&II. (40) 
Indeed, by G1 c Gk and (38) we have /x - gkl\ < j/x - gJ. Now, if we had 
lb -4l = Ilx -gA th en, again by GI c Gk and (38), we would have 
gk = r&x), g, = 7~qJx), contradicting the assumption that g, - g, $0. 
This proves (40). 
Consequently, by (40) and (39), the polynomial 
g!s - g1= (x - 81) - (x - Sk) 
has the same sign as (x - g,) at t,, . . ., tl+r, whence, by (39), it has at least 1 sign 
changes, which completes the proof. 
In the case when y1= 2, the condition of Theorem 8 is also sufficient, as 
shown by Theorem 7. We do not know whether this condition remains ufficient 
ifn>2. 
THEOREM 9. Let E = lj” = the space of all triplets of real scalars 
x = {11,t2,E3), endowed with the norm llxlj = maxi ~i~3]~il (i.e., E = C(Q), 
where Q consists of threepoints). Let G1, G2 be the cebyiev subspaces G1 = [z,], 
G2 = [z1,z2], where z1 = {l,l, l}, z2 = {O,+, l>, and let g, E Gk (k = 1,2). There 
exists an x E E satisfying (29), ifand only if thepoint g = g, -g, = {yl, y2,y3} 
satisfies either 
-3y, 6 y1 6 - iy3 (41) 
or 
-6y3 6 y1 6 -3y,. (42) 
Proof. Observe, first, that g = {y1,y2, y3) E G2 = [z,,z~] is of the form 
ccl z1 + a2z2 = (ai, al + (a2/2), CI~ + CL~}, with suitable ai, a2; whence 
Y2 = 3(Yl + Y3>. (43) 
Assume now that there exists an x E E satisfying (29). Then, by Theorem 1 
and the “alternation theorem” for Cebygev systems in C(Q) spaces (see e.g. 
[6], Ch. II, Theorem 1.4), there exist elements 
YI E G:(O) = (Y = (7~ 72,773) E El there exist 1 6 i <j < 3 
with vi = -Q = 611 yii}, (44) 
~2 E G:(O) = {Y = {111,72, r/3) E E I rll = -r/2 = 173 = ~'IlullL (45) 
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where6,6’=rirl,suchthat 
g=gz-bol=Y2-Y1- 
Let y1 = (T~~,Q~,~~~}. Then, by (46), we have 
Yz = {Y* + 771’>Y2 -t- q*‘,y3 + q3% 
whence, by (45), 
Yl+r11=-Y2-1721=Y3i-r131~ (47) 
By (44), we have to consider the following three cases :
Case 1. qll =-~l = 6/jy,ll, Th en, from (47) and (43) we infer yI = -y2 = 
(-yl - y&2, whence y, = -&y3, and thus (41) is satisfied. 
Case 2. -Q* = qX1 = 6/jy,/. Then from (47) and (43) we infer y3 = -yi = 
(-y, - yJ2, whence y1 = -3y, and, thus, (41) is satisfied. 
Case 3. qll = -y3 I = S/I y, /I. Then from (47 and) (43) we infer 
$,)I1 =?I +73 
2 ’ 
112 = -y2 - y1 + yq = -32+Y1 - y3 _ -2Y12- &.I,, 
whence 
PYI + 2Y3l = 4y/211 G 2llY,ll = 2Wl = IYa - y3l. (481 
Now, if y1 - y 3 > 0, then (48) implies y3 - y1 6 2y, + 2y, < y1 - y3, 
whence -&y3 d yt < -3y,, and, thus, (42) is satisfied. 8% the other band, 
if ~1 - ~3 6 0, then (48) implies y1 - y3 d 2y, + 2y, G y3 - yl, whence 
-3~~ < yr < -&, and, thus, (41) is satisfied. 
Conversely, assume that g = (~1, y2,y3) satisfies (41) or (42), whence 
12~1 i 2~31 Q (-yr + y3(. Then, taking yl = {T~~,Q~,Q~), where 
ylll =-Yl +Y3 -2Y1 - 2y, 
2 ’ 772’ = 2 7 ri3l = -%l, 
and taking y2 = (yl + 7r1,y2 + q2r, y3 + or], by (43) we shall have (44), (45) 
and (46), whence, by Theorem 1, there exists an x E E saitsfying (29), which 
completes the proof of Theorem 9. 
Remark 7. If we regard the space E = 13m as 
zI = (I, 1, 11, z2 = {O,+, 1) as the restrictions to 
and &(t) = t, respectively, then, by an easy computation, the condition of 
Theorem 9 is equivalent o the following: g is the restriction to Q of a linear 
function y(t) E at + b such that a # 0, $ < -b/a < f. 
We shall say that a pair (G,, G2} of linear subspaces of a normed linear space 
E has property (A2), if for every pair {g, g2) with gk E Gk (k = 1, Z), there exists 
an x E E such that 
gk E pCik(X) (k= 1,2). (501 
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THEOREM 10. A pair (G,,Gz} of linear subspaces of E = 13m, with G, c Gz, 
dim Gk = k (k = 1,2) has property (A,), if and only if G1 is a coordinate axis 
and Gz is a plane passing through G,. 
Proof. If {.Gi, G2} has property (AZ), then, by Theorem 4, both G, and G2 
must be non-Cebygev subspaces, whence, by the classical theorem of Haar, Gi 
must be contained in a coordinate plane, and G2 must be a plane passing 
through a coordinate axis. Hence we have to consider the following two cases :
Case 1. G1 is the intersection of G2 with the coordinate plane perpendicular 
to the coordinate axis through which Gz passes. Take g, E Gi, andg, E G,\(gi}. 
Then a simple computation shows that G, is “Cebygev with respect o the set 
rr;:(g$‘, i.e., every x E n;:(gz) has g2 as unique element of best approximation 
in G, : 
~Glc4 = g2 b E K&T2)). (51) 
Consequently, there is no x E E satisfying (50), and, thus, {G,, G2) does not 
have property (A2). 
Case 2. G1 is the coordinate axis through which G2 passes. Then, again a 
simple computation shows that {G,, G2> has property (A,), which completes 
the proof of Theorem 10. 
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